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Topics 

♦  Maude, a sibling language of CafeOBJ 

♦  Translation from specifications of OTSs in CafeOBJ 
into those in Maude 

♦  Another combination of inference and search 



Maude 
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♦ Another direct successor of OBJ3; a sibling language 
of CafeOBJ. 

♦ Based on rewriting logic and membership equational 
logic (a variant of order-sorted logic). 
•  Static data are specified in terms of membership equational 

logic as functional modules. 
•  Dynamic system behaviors are specified in terms of 

rewriting logic as system modules. 
♦ Equipped with meta-programming facilities, model 

checking facilities, etc. 
♦ Maude (processors), some documents on Maude 

and some examples can be found in the website: 
 http://maude.cs.uiuc.edu/ 
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♦ A mutual exclusion protocol whose pseudo-program 
executed by each process p is as follows: 

Loop: 
    Remainder Section 
  rs: enq(queue,p); 
  ws: repeat until top(queue) = p; 
    Critical Section 
  cs: deq(queue); 

  queue is a queue of process identifiers, which is shared by all 
processes. 
  Initially queue is empty and each process p is at label rs. 



Spec. of Qlock in Maude (1) 
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♦ Suppose that there are two processes. Process 
identifiers are specified as follows: 
fmod PID is 
  sort Pid . 
  ops p q : -> Pid [ctor] . 
endfm 

♦ Labels are specified as follows: 
fmod LABEL is 
  sort Label . 
  ops rs ws cs : -> Label [ctor] . 
endfm 



Spec. of Qlock in Maude (2) 
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♦ Queues of process identifiers are specified as 
follows: 
fmod QUEUE is 
  pr PID . 
  sort Queue . 
  op empty : -> Queue [ctor] . 
  op _|_ : Pid Queue -> Queue [ctor] . 
  op enq : Queue Pid -> Queue . 
  op deq : Queue -> Queue . 
  vars I J : Pid . 
  var Q : Queue . 
  eq enq(empty,I) = I | empty . 
  eq enq(J | Q,I) = J | enq(Q,I) . 
  eq deq(empty) = empty . 
  eq deq(J | Q) = Q . 
endfm 



Spec. of Qlock in Maude (3) 
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♦ States of Qlock are represented as collections of 
observable values. 

pc[p]: Lp 

pc[q]: Lq 

queue: Q 

♦ Concretely bags are used as collections. 
subsort Obs < Sys . 
op void : -> Sys [ctor] . 
op _ _ : Sys Sys -> Sys [ctor assoc comm id: void] . 
op pc[_]:_ : Pid Label -> Obs [ctor] . 
op queue:_ : Queue -> Obs [ctor] . 

(pc[p]: Lp) (pc[q]: Lq) (queue: Q) 

Configuration 

Observable values 



Spec. of Qlock in Maude (4) 
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♦ Qlock is specified as follows: 
mod QLOCK is  pr LABEL .  pr QUEUE . 
  sorts Obs Sys . 
  subsort Obs < Sys . 
  *** configurations 
  op void : -> Sys [ctor] . 
  op _ _ : Sys Sys -> Sys [ctor assoc comm id: void] . 
  *** observers 
  op pc[_]:_ : Pid Label -> Obs [ctor] . 
  op queue:_ : Queue -> Obs [ctor] . 
  *** Maude vars 
  var I : Pid .  var Q : Queue . 
  *** 
  … 
endm The rewrite rules describing the behaviors of 

Qlock are written here. 



Spec. of Qlock in Maude (5) 
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♦  Transition want: 
rl [want]: (pc[I]: rs) (queue: Q)  
  => (pc[I]: ws) (queue: enq(Q,I)) . 

pc[I]: rs 

queue: Q 
… 

pc[I]: ws 
queue: enq(Q,I) 

… 

♦  Transition try: 
rl [try]: (pc[I]: ws) (queue: (I | Q))  
  => (pc[I]: cs) (queue: (I | Q)) . 

♦  Transition exit: 
rl [exit]: (pc[I]: cs) (queue: Q)  
  => (pc[I]: rs) (queue: deq(Q)) . 

pc[I]: ws 

queue: I | Q 
… 

pc[I]: cs 

queue: I | Q 
… 

pc[I]: cs 

queue: Q 

… 
pc[I]: rs 

queue:  deq(Q) 
… 
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♦ Command search finds at most n states reachable 
from a given state s such that some conditions 
(pattern + cond) hold for those states. 
search [n] in Mod : s =>* pattern such that cond . 

  The command can be used to model check invariants by making 
s an initial state and pattern + cond the negation of the predicates. 

♦ The maximum depth d can be specified. 
search [n,d] in Mod : s =>* pattern such that cond . 

  Bounded model checking of invariants can also be conducted. 



Reachability Analysis (2) 
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♦  Initial states of Qlock 
mod QLOCK-INIT is  pr QLOCK . 
  op init : -> Sys . 
  var S : Sys .  vars L1 L2 : Label . 
  eq init = (pc[p]: rs) (pc[q]: rs) (queue: empty) . 
endm 

♦ Some analyses 
search [1] in QLOCK-INIT : 
init =>* (pc[p]: L1) (pc[q]: L2) S 
such that L1 == cs and L2 == cs . 

search [1,2] in QLOCK-INIT : 
init =>* (pc[p]: L1) (pc[q]: L2) S 
such that L1 == ws and L2 == cs . 

search [1,3] in QLOCK-INIT : 
init =>* (pc[p]: L1) (pc[q]: L2) S 
such that L1 == ws and L2 == cs . 
show path 8 . 

No solution. 
Mutual exclusion property 
holds. 

No solution. 

A solution: state 8. 
A path to state 8 from init 
is displayed with command 
show path. 



Translation from OTS/CafeOBJ into Maude (1) 
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♦  Let us consider an OTS: 
op o : H So1 … Som -> So  … 
op t : H St1 … Stn -> H {constr}  … 

ceq o(t(S,Yt1,…,Ytn),Xo1,…,Xom)  
    = o-t(S,Yt1,…,Ytn,Xo1,…,Xom) if c-t(S,Yt1,…,Ytn) . … 

  We suppose that c-t(S,Yt1,…,Ytn) is a conjunction of literals. 

ceq pc(try(S,I),J)  
  = (if I = J then cs else pc(S,J) fi) if c-try(S,I) . 

eq c-try(S,I) = (pc(S,I) = ws and top(queue(S)) = I) . 

  We also suppose that for each observation o at most one instance of 
o is changed by each transition t.  
   E.g., pc(try(S,I),I) may be different from pc(S,I), but pc(try
(S,I),J) is the same as pc(S,J) if J does not equal I. 



Translation from OTS/CafeOBJ into Maude (2) 
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♦  A rewrite rule for transition t is like 
crl [label-t]:  
  t(Yt1,…,Ytn) … (o[Xo1,…,Xom]: Xo) …  
  => 
  t(Yt1,…,Ytn) … (o[Xo1,…,Xom]: Ao) … if c-t(Yt1,…,Ytn) . 

  If o(*,Xo1,…,Xom) appears in Et, the terms appear in the rule, 
where Ao is obtained by replacing the observable values in o-t(S,…) 
with the corresponding terms (Xo ) in the LHS. 
  c-t(Yt1,…,Ytn) is obtained by replacing the observable values in     
c-t(S,…) with the corresponding terms (Xo ) in the LHS. 

Let Et be the set of 
equations for t in 
OTS/CafeOBJ. 

op o[_,…,_]:_ : So1 … Som So -> Obs [ctor] . … 
op t : St1 … Stn -> Trans [ctor] . … 

♦  The following operators are declared: 



Translation from OTS/CafeOBJ into Maude (3) 
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eq c-try(S,I) = (pc(S,I) = ws and top(queue(S)) = I) . 
-- 
ceq pc(try(S,I),J) 
= (if I = J then cs else pc(S,J) fi if c-try(S,I) . 
eq queue(try(S,I)) = queue(S) if c-try(S,I) . 
ceq try(S,I) = S if not c-try(S,I) . 

crl [try] : 
try(I) (pc[I]: L1) (pc[J]: L2) (queue: Q) 
=> 
try(I) (pc[I]: cs) (pc[J]: L2) (queue: Q) 
if L1 == ws and top(Q) = I . 



Translation from OTS/CafeOBJ into Maude (3) 
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♦  Optimization 1: If Ao is the same as Xo and Xo  does not 
appear in other places of the rule, then (o[…]: Xo) and 
(o[…]: Ao) can be removed from the rule.  
crl [label-t]: 
t(Yt1,…,Ytn) … (o[Xo1,…,Xom]: Xo) … => 
t(Yt1,…,Ytn) … (o[Xo1,…,Xom]: Ao) … if c-t(Yt1,…,Ytn) . 

♦  Optimization 2: If Ytj is used in the other places in the 
LHS than t(Yt1,…,Ytn), then Ytj can be removed from t
(Yt1,…,Ytn). 
crl [label-t]: 
t(Yt1,…,Yti,…,Ytn) … Yti … => 
t(Yt1,…,Yti,…,Ytn) … Yti … if c- t(Yt1,…,Ytn) . 
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crl [try] : 
try(I) (pc[I]: L1) (pc[J]: L2) (queue: Q) 
=> 
try(I) (pc[I]: cs) (pc[J]: L2) (queue: Q) 
if L1 == ws and top(Q) = I . 

crl [try] : 
(try[I]: L1) (queue: Q) 
=> 
(try[I]: cs) (queue: Q) 
if L1 == ws and top(Q) = I . 
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♦  Optimization 3: If c-t(…) has Xo == B as its conjunct, 
then every occurrence of Xo can be replaced with B and 
Xo == B can be removed from c-t(…). After this 
optimization, optimization 2 should be tried again. 
crl [label-t]: 
t(Yt1,…,Ytn) … (o[Xo1,…,Xom]: Xo) … => 
t(Yt1,…,Ytn) … (o[Xo1,…,Xom]: Ao) … if … Xo == B … . 

B 

♦  Optimization 4: 
•  4-1: If c-t(…) has E == top(Xo) as its conjunct, where the sort 

of Xo is Queue, then the conjunct is replaced with Xo == E | Z 
and optimization 3 is done. 

crl [label-t]: 
t(Yt1,…,Ytn) … (o[Xo1,…,Xom]: Xo) … => 
t(Yt1,…,Ytn) … (o[Xo1,…,Xom]: Ao) … if … E == top(Xo) … . 

Xo == E | Z 
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crl [try] : 
(pc[I]: L1) (queue: Q) 
=> 
(pc[I]: cs) (queue: Q) 
if L1 == ws and top(Q) = I . 

cs I | Q 

rl [try] : 
(pc[I]: ws) (queue: I | Q) 
=> 
(pc[I]: cs) (queue: I | Q) . 
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•  4-3: If c-t(…) has E1 \in Xo, E2 \in Xo  and not(E1 == E2) 
(or E1 is not the same as E2), where the sort of Xo  is Bag, then the 
conjuncts are replaced with Xo == E1 E2 Z and optimi. 3 is done. 

crl [label-t]:  
t(…) … (o[Xo1,…,Xom]: Xo) … =>  
t(…) … (o[Xo1,…,Xom]: Ao) …  
if … E1 \in Xo and E2 \in Xo and not(E1 == E2) … . 

Xo == E1 E2 Z 

  Note that we suppose that a bag (Xo) has at most one for each element. 
Otherwise, we may need to use not(E1 == E2) in the condition.   

♦  Optimization 4 (cont.): 
•  4-2: If c-t(…) has E \in Xo, where the sort of Xo is Bag, then the 

conjunct is replaced with Xo == E Z and optimi. 3 is done. 
crl [label-t]: 
t(Yt1,…,Ytn) … (o[Xo1,…,Xom]: Xo) … => 
t(Yt1,…,Ytn) … (o[Xo1,…,Xom]: Ao) … if … E \in Xo … . 

Xo == E Z 
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♦  Optimization 4 (cont.): 
•  4-4: If c-t(Yt1,…,Ytn) has E1 \in Xo and E2 \in Xo  and does 

not have not(E1 == E2) (or E1 may be the same as E2), where 
the sort of Xo is Bag, then the following is declared 

    op o2 : H So1 … Som -> Bag 
    (o2[Xo1,…,Xom]: Xo2) and (o2[Xo1,…,Xom]: Ao2)are added 

to the LHS and RHS, where Ao2  is obtained by replacing Xo in Ao 
with Xo2, the conjuncts are replaced with Xo == E1 Z1 and Xo2 
== E2 Z2, and optimization 3 is done. 

crl [label-t]:  
t(…) … (o[Xo1,…,Xom]: Xo) … =>  
t(…) … (o[Xo1,…,Xom]: Ao) …  
if … E1 \in Xo and E2 \in Xo … . 

Xo == E1 Z1 and Xo2 == E2 Z2 

(o2[Xo1,…,Xom]: Xo2) 

(o2[Xo1,…,Xom]: Ao2) 
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♦  Optimization 5: If variables still appear in t(Yt1,…,Ytn) 
after those optimizations, then for each Yti the following is 
declared 
op col-Si:_ : BagOfS -> Obs . 

 where S is the sort of Yti and BagOfS is the sort for bags 
of S, (col-Si : (Yti YSti)) is added to the LHS and 
RHS, where YSti is a fresh variable of sort BagOfS, and t
(Yt1,…,Ytn) is removed from the rule. 
crl [label-t]: 
t(Yt1,…,Ytn) … => t(Yt1,…,Ytn) … if c-t(Yt1,…,Ytn) . 

(col-Si : (Yti YSti)) … 

  Note that if the sort of Yti is the same as that of Ytj and Yti is different 
from Ytj, then (col-Si : (Yti Ytj YSti)) can be used for Yti and Ytj.  
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♦ Rewrite rules obtained by the translation strategy 
do not depend on the number of data elements 
such as process identifiers. 

♦ We need to fix the number of data elements to 
represent (initial) states such that two process 
identifiers are used: 
eq init  
= (pc[p]: rs) (pc[q]: rs) (queue: 
empty) . 



NSPK 
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♦ Consists of three message exchanges. 

Init: p → q { np, p }k(q) 

Resp: q → p { np, nq }k(p) 

Ack: p → q { nq }k(q) 

♦ Agreement Property (AP): Whenever a protocol run 
is successfully completed by p and q, 
•  AP1: the principal with which p is communicating is really q, 

and 
•  AP2: the principal with which q is communicating is really p. 
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♦ The observation operators: 

op network : System -> Network 
op rands : System -> RandBag 
op nonces : System -> NonceBag 

♦ The transition operators: 
… 
op sdm2 : System Principal Principal Principal 
                  Random Nonce -> System {constr} 
… 
op fkm22 : System Principal Principal  
                   Nonce Nonce -> System {constr} 
… 



Spec. of NSPK in CafeOBJ (2) 
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♦ The set of equations for sdm2: 

ceq network(sdm2(S,Q?,P,Q,R,N))   
 = m2(P,P,Q,enc2(Q,N,n(P,Q,R))) network(S) 
 if c-sdm2(S,Q?,P,Q,R,N) . 
ceq rands(sdm2(S,Q?,P,Q,R,N))     
 = R rands(S) if c-sdm1(S,P,Q,R) . 
ceq nonces(sdm2(S,Q?,P,Q,R,N)) 
 = (if Q = intruder then N n(P,Q,R) nonces(S)  
                    else nonces(S) fi) 
 if c-sdm2(S,Q?,P,Q,R,N) . 
ceq sdm2(S,Q?,P,Q,R,N)  
 = S if not c-sdm2(S,Q?,P,Q,R,N) . 

eq c-sdm2(S,Q?,P,Q,R,N)  
 = (m1(Q?,Q,P,enc1(P,N,Q)) \in network(S) and  
   not(R \in rands(S))) . 



Spec. of NSPK in CafeOBJ (3) 
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♦ The set of equations for fkm22: 

eq c-fkm22(S,P,Q,N1,N2)  
 = N1 \in nonces(S) and N2 \in nonces(S) . 

ceq network(fkm22(S,P,Q,N1,N2))   
 = m2(intruder,P,Q,enc2(Q,N1,N2)) network(S) 
 if c-fkm22(S,P,Q,N1,N2) . 
 eq rands(fkm22(S,P,Q,N1,N2)) = rands(S) . 
 eq nonces(fkm22(S,P,Q,N1,N2)) = nonces(S) . 
ceq fkm22(S,P,Q,N1,N2)  
 = S if not c-fkm22(S,P,Q,N1,N2) . 
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♦ The following operators are declared: 

*** observers 
op network:_ : Bag{Message} -> Obs [ctor] . 
op rands:_ : Bag{Random} -> Obs [ctor] . 
op nonces:_ : Bag{Nonce} -> Obs [ctor] . 

*** transitions 
… 
op sdm2 : Principal Principal Principal  
                    Random Nonce -> Trans [ctor] . 
… 
op fkm22 : Principal Principal Nonce  
                           Nonce -> Trans [ctor] . 
… 



Spec. of NSPK in Maude (2) 
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♦ The rewrite rule for sdm2: 

crl [sdm2] : 
sdm2(Q?,P,Q,R,N) (network: NW) (rands: RS) (nonces: NS) 
=> 
sdm2(Q?,P,Q,R,N)  
(network: (m2(P,P,Q,enc2(Q,N,n(P,Q,R))) NW)) 
(rands: (R RS)) 
(nonces: (if Q == intruder then N n(P,Q,R) NS else NS fi)) 
if m1(Q?,Q,P,enc1(P,N,Q)) \in NW and not(R \in rands(S)) . 

4. For R, “op rands2:_ : Bag{Random} -> Obs [ctor] .” 
(rands2: (R RS2)) is added to the LHS and RHS. 

1. m1(Q?,Q,P,enc1(P,N,Q)) NW 

2. Deleted 

3. Deleted 

5. Deleted 
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♦ The rewrite rule for sdm2 (cont.): 

crl [sdm2] : 
(network: (m1(Q?,Q,P,enc1(P,N,Q)) NW)) (rands: RS) 
(nonces: NS) (rands2: (R RS2)) 
=> 
(network: (m2(P,P,Q,enc2(Q,N,n(P,Q,R)))  
           m1(Q?,Q,P,enc1(P,N,Q)) NW)) 
(rands: (R RS)) 
(nonces: (if Q == intruder then N n(P,Q,R) NS else NS fi)) 
(rands2: (R RS2)) 
if not(R \in RS) . 



Spec. of NSPK in Maude (4) 
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♦  The rewrite rule for fkm22: 

crl [fkm22] : 
fkm22(P,Q,N1,N2) (rands: RS) (rands2: RS2)  
(network: NW) (nonces: NS) 
=> 
fkm22(P,Q,N1,N2) (rands: RS) (rands2: RS2) 
(network: (m2(intruder,P,Q,enc2(Q,N1,N2)) NW))  
(nonces: NS) 
if N1 \in NS and N2 \in NS . 

1. Deleted 

2. (N1 NS) 

3. Deleted 
5. “op nonces2:_ : Bag{Nonce} -> Obs [ctor] .” 
(nonces2: (N2 NS2)) is added to the LHS & RHS. 
“(nonces2: …)” is also added to the LHS and RHS of each rule. 

4. Deleted 

6. Deleted 

7. Deleted 

8. For P, “op prins1:_ : Bag{Principal} -> Obs [ctor] .” 
(prins1: (P PS)) is added to the LHS & RHS. 
9. For q, “op prins2:_ : Bag{Principal} -> Obs [ctor] .” 
(prins2: (Q QS)) is added to the LHS & RHS. 

10. Deleted 
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♦ The rewrite rule for fkm22 (cont.): 

rl [fkm22] : 
(network: NW) (nonces: (N1 NS)) (nonces2: (N2 NS2)) 
(prins1: (P PS)) (prins2: (Q QS)) 
=> 
(network: (m2(intruder,P,Q,enc2(Q,N1,N2)) NW)) 
(nonces: (N1 NS)) (nonces2: (N2 NS2)) 
(prins1: (P PS)) (prins2: (Q QS)) . 



Spec. of NSPK in Maude (6) 
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♦ The rewrite rule for sdm2 (revisited): 

crl [sdm2] : 
(network: (m1(Q?,Q,P,enc1(P,N,Q)) NW)) (rands: RS) 
(nonces: NS) (nonces2: NS2) (rands2: (R RS2)) 
=> 
(network: (m2(P,P,Q,enc2(Q,N,n(P,Q,R)))  
           m1(Q?,Q,P,enc1(P,N,Q)) NW)) 
(rands: (R RS)) 
(nonces: (if Q == intruder then N n(P,Q,R) NS  
                           else NS fi)) 
(nonces2: (if Q == intruder then N n(P,Q,R) NS2  
                            else NS2 fi)) 
(rands2: (R RS2)) 
if not(R \in RS) . 

Added 



Spec. of NSPK in Maude (7) 
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♦ We suppose that the number of principals 
including the intruder is 3 and the number of 
random numbers available is 3. 

♦ Then, the initial state is as follows: 

eq init  
 = (network: empty) (rands: empty) (nonces: empty) 
   (prins1: (p q intruder)) (prins2: (p q intruder)) 
   (rands2: (r1 r2 r3)) (nonces2: empty) . 
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♦ The reachable state space whose depth is up to 4 
can be exhaustively searched. 

♦ But, no counterexample (CX) is found for AP. 
♦ AP2 is model checked by  
search [1,4] in NSPK-INIT : init 
=>* (network: (m2(Q,Q,P,enc2(P,N,n(Q,P,R))) 
               m3(P?,P,Q,enc3(Q,n(Q,P,R))) NW)) S 
such that not(not(Q == intruder) implies 
              m3(P,P,Q,enc3(Q,n(Q,P,R))) 
                \in m3(P?,P,Q,enc3(Q,n(Q,P,R))) NW) . 

eq inv2(S,P,Q,P?,R,N) = (not(Q = intruder) and 
        m2(Q,Q,P,enc2(P,N,n(Q,P,R))) \in network(S) and 
        m3(P?,P,Q,enc3(Q,n(Q,P,R))) \in network(S) 
        implies 
        m3(P,P,Q,enc3(Q,n(Q,P,R))) \in network(S)) . 
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♦ One possible thing to do next is to conjecture 
lemmas for verification of AP by induction. 

♦ 3 lemmas are found for AP2 (inv2). 
eq inv5(S,N) = (N \in nonces(S) 
 implies creator(N) = intruder or forwhom(N) = intruder) . 

eq inv6(S,M3) = (M3 \in network(S) 
 implies random(nonce(cipher3(M3))) \in rands(S)) . 

eq inv7(S,P,Q,N,R,M3) 
 = (not(P = intruder) and not(Q = intruder) and 
    m2(Q,Q,P,enc2(P,N,n(Q,P,R))) \in network(S) and 
    M3 \in network(S) and cipher3(M3) = enc3(Q,n(Q,P,R)) 
    implies 
    m3(P,P,Q,enc3(Q,n(Q,P,R))) \in network(S)) . 



Another Comb. of Inference & Search (2) 
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♦ No CX is found for any of the 3 lemmas in the 
bounded reachable state space whose depth is 4. 

♦ We then conjecture lemmas for verification of inv5 
by induction. 

eq inv11(S,P,N,M1) 
 = (M1 \in network(S) and cipher1(M1) = enc1(P,N,intruder) 
    implies 
    creator(N) = intruder or forwhom(N) = intruder) . 

eq inv12(S,P,N1,N2,M2) 
 = (M2 \in network(S) and cipher2(M2) = enc2(P,N1,N2) 
    implies 
    creator(N2) = intruder or forwhom(N2) = intruder) . 
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♦  No CX is found for inv11, but a counterexample is found for 
inv12. 

♦  In the CX, however, p has sent an Init message to itself, which 
does not reflect the relaity. 

♦  Then, “not(creator(N2) == forwhom(N2))” is added to 
the condition after “such that”. 

♦  A CX is still found for inv12. 
♦  A state where inv12 does not hold: 

eq s552  
 = (rands: (r1 r2)) (nonces: empty) (prins1: (intruder p q)) 
  (prins2: (intruder p q)) (rands2: (r1 r2 r3)) (nonces2: empty) 
  (network: (m2(q,q,p,enc2(p,n(p,q,r1),n(q,p,r2))) 
             m1(p,p,q,enc1(q,n(p,q,r1),p)))) . 

♦  Then, we check if a CX is found for inv5 from this state, but 
no CX is found. 

♦  We conjecture another lemma for inv5. 
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♦ Another lemma is as follows: 
eq inv14(S,Q?,P,N1,N2) 
 = (m1(P,P,intruder,enc1(intruder,N1,P)) \in network(S) and 
    m2(Q?,intruder,P,enc2(P,N1,N2)) \in network(S) 
    implies 
    N2 \in nonces(S) or creator(N2) = intruder  
                     or forwhom(N2) = intruder) . 

♦  A CX is found even if “not(creator(N2) == forwhom
(N2))” is added to the condition after “such that”. 

♦  A state where inv14 does not hold: 
eq s390948 = (rands: (r1 r2)) (prins1: (intruder p q))  
   (prins2: (intruder p q)) (rands2: (r1 r2 r3))  
   (nonces2: n(p,intruder,r1)) (nonces: n(p,intruder,r1)) 
   (network: (m1(p,p,intruder,enc1(intruder,n(p,intruder,r1),p)) 
         m2(intruder,intruder,p,enc2(p,n(p,intruder,r1),n(q,p,r2))) 
         m1(intruder,p,q,enc1(q,n(p,intruder,r1),p)) 
         m2(q,q,p,enc2(p,n(p,intruder,r1),n(q,p,r2))))) . 
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♦ Then, we check if a CX is found for inv5 from the 
state (s390948). 

search [1,4] in NSPK-INIT : s390948 
=>* (nonces: (N NS)) S 
such that not(creator(N) == intruder or  
              forwhom(N) == intruder) . 

♦ A CX is found. 
eq s390948-12 
= (network: (m1(intruder,p,q,enc1(q,n(p,intruder,r1),p)) 
     m1(p,p,intruder,enc1(intruder,n(p,intruder,r1),p)) 
     m2(intruder,intruder,p,enc2(p,n(p,intruder,r1),n(q,p,r2))) 
     m2(q,q,p,enc2(p,n(p,intruder,r1),n(q,p,r2))) 
     m3(p,p,intruder,enc3(intruder,n(q,p,r2))))) 
  (rands: (r1 r2)) (rands2: (r1 r2 r3))  
  (prins1: (intruder p q)) (prins2: (intruder p q)) 
  (nonces2: (n(p,intruder,r1) n(q,p,r2))) 
  (nonces: (n(p,intruder,r1) n(q,p,r2))) . 

NSPK does not enjoy Secrecy Property! 
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♦  Then, we check if a CX is found for inv2 from the state 
(s390948-12). 
search [1,4] in NSPK-INIT : s390948-12 
=>* (network: (m2(Q,Q,P,enc2(P,N,n(Q,P,R))) 
               m3(P?,P,Q,enc3(Q,n(Q,P,R))) NW)) S 
such that not(not(Q == intruder) implies 
              m3(P,P,Q,enc3(Q,n(Q,P,R))) 
                \in m3(P?,P,Q,enc3(Q,n(Q,P,R))) NW) . 

♦  A CX is found. 
♦  NSPK does not enjoy Agreement Property! 

If there exists a CX for an invariant property in the bounded reachable 
state space whose depth is d, then there exists a lemma for verification 
of the property such that there exists a CX in the bounded reachable 
state space whose depth is less than d (see the following paper). 
K. Ogata, M. Nakano, W. Kong, K. Futatsugi: Induction-Guided Falsification,  
8th ICFEM, LNCS 4260, Springer, pp.114-131 (2006). 
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♦ It is straightforward to obtain the specification of 
a simpler model of NSPK in CafeOBJ based on 
the specification of NSLPK for verification of 
Secrecy Property that was made in the exercise 
of lecture 8. First modify the specification such 
that responders are different from initiators and 
two nonces used in transition operator fkm2 are 
different. Next translate the modified specification 
into one in Maude. Then model check Secrecy 
Property based on the specification in Maude 
with command search. 


